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Thank you for allowing me to make a late submission. The reason
for the delay was the “offender who is a druggie” has reoffended breaching
Community Corrections Order once again. Yet he is still out in the Community.
Support was needed by the victims hence the delay.
The druggie has a “fixation” to harm two family members (victims) and there
has been no friendship or relationship. This is his fixation. This criminality has
consisted of stalking, trespassing private property and damaging property at
the victims’ house. This has been going on for 3 years now and still continuing.
The Victorian Courts rely on case law called the Boulton Principle – Supreme
Court Victoria (Court of Appeals), December 2014 whereby criminal offenders
are not incarcerated in order to rehabilitate in probability that they will not
re-offend. This Boulton Case Law should be repealed.
Herewith the link of the Boulton Case that people need to read and
understand:
http://www.opp.vic.gov.au/getattachment/2531aff3-70cd-40d5-9d98f826f556f4a8/boulton-v-the-queen guideline-judgment221214.pdf.aspx
For your convenience, part thereof:
Appendix 1 – Page No. 101 or Digital Page 107
Community Corrections: Guidelines for Sentencing Courts
Quote:
Section 25
Even in cases of relatively serious offences which would previously have attracted a medium term of imprisonment (such as, for
example, aggravated burglary, intentionally causing serious injury, some forms of sexual
offences involving minors, some kinds of rape and, in some rare and exceptional
circumstances, homicide) - the sentencing court may find that a properly-conditioned CCO of
lengthy duration is capable of satisfying the requirements of proportionality, parsimony and
just punishment, while affording the best prospects for rehabilitation.

The prosecutor gave me a copy to read the Boulton Case Law when I made an
inquiry as to why the druggie was not put in jail? Why the druggie’s Lawyer
and the Magistrate upheld this insidious case law when repeated offending?
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An estimate of well over $100,000 has been a cost and/or taxpayer to the
Community without any benefit. If in the first instance, the druggie who
needed medical assistance to rectify his drug habit and solve his “fixation” on
the victims who he did not know, had no friendship or relationship, the victims
would not have endured the enormous trauma and consequences of his
offending and their trauma is still continuing.
What about the “victims?” The mental suffering, has now turned into
Post Traumatic Disorder, and every time the druggie reoffends the nightmares
begin. Money spent to make their home more secure – they are living in a jail
in their own home and the druggie is free. CCTV camera installed, and cameras
in their vehicles.
A medical doctor recommended sleeping tablets and/or anti-depressants for
one of the victims.
Please, Committee Members – crime will Not reduce as long as this
insidious Boulton Principle Case Law continuous to be implemented.
I, recommend that a Committee be set up as to investigate the “statistics”
since 2014 whereby judges have applied the Boulton Principle Case Law as to
how many times criminal offenders have breached their Community
Corrections Order and ongoing breaching of Community Corrections Order
before incarceration was imposed for criminal offending?
The Prosecutor who gave me a copy of the Boulton Principle Case Law has no
standing to appeal the court case as his words were: “You do not argue with
the judge”. Police do a great job to bring “criminal offenders” to the courts,
but the “courts” let down the victims, and the Community as a whole.
In good faith,

